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ADMINISTRATORS!
ENCOURAGE EXPLORATION A FELLOW ADMINISTRATOR'S
POINT OF VIEW
Lola O'Meara

Administrators of schools are expected to
be educational leaders. They are expected to
keep morale high and maintain enthusiasm
for teaching and learning. Teachers (and
administrators) find this hard to do when
students refer to the texts as old, dull, boring.
Small wonder .... often teachers feel the same
way. And rightfully so. Many texts are
outdated the day they leave the printing
press. The world changes moment to
moment...publishers can't keep up. (Isn't it
true that it takes nearly three years for a new
text to be completed: one to write, one to
critique and one to complete publication?)
Schools can't "keep up" either. Budgets
won't allow for spontaneous purchases of the
magnitude needed to 'keep current'.

Across the world administrators and teachers
are discovering (too slowly) the positive
results when newspapers are used for
instruction. To those needing research as
proof, that is available also.
There are many reasons administrators
should explore newspaper usage at all grade
levels and through adult education. There is
something for everyone from the poorest
student to the highest achiever, for a preschooler and a senior citizen.
This is the period in American education
when great concern is being given to the
education of the most able learner. Some
refer to this student as gifted. Great amounts
of time, talent and money are being given to
sattsfy this students's needs. Able students
delight in being part of the adult world. They
enjoy using materials adults use. Therefore,
the reading of the newspaper becomes a
delight. Discussion of news articles, of events
not yet solved, of personalities currently
achieving success, are all of interest to the
able student. Teachers often find that
providing texts from future grade levels
compounds the teaching problem in future
years. Easier then, to provide a current
newspaper and let the able mind absorb all
the world's happenings. From daily news
happenings often comes a need to "find out
why" - and library or community research
becomes a part of a spontaneous learning
experience. To keep able students on a
curricular track that was developed for the
average student is usually difficult. Their
stimulus comes from all sources and in large
doses. Being content with the past isn't likely
and textbooks are written about the past.
On the other end of the educational
spectrum is the student having difficulty
achieving. Some are insecure; most

So what's to be done?
Students are losing, teachers are losing and
administrators are losing.
There are solutions. Such good ones, that
administrators may wonder why they've
never encouraged exploration away from
textbooks before .... and at such low cost.
Putting newspapers in classrooms provides
daily excitement for students and teachers.
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discouraged. Many are embarrassed
because their learning materials are from a
much younger grade level. They are reading
about a duck in the pond while classmates
read about rocket research. Clearly, a case
for discouragement.

becoming so well informed, many parents
begin reading the newspaper as well.
Encourage teachers to look at their
objectives and to think about satisfying that
teaching through newspaper use. For the
history, social studies, government teachers,
there's no text as current as the one printed
daily and called the newspaper. History is
recorded as it happens. Students have the
opportunity to truly become involved as
decisions are made about their lives in their
own home town. Students today are not
satisfied, and certainly not inspired, to read
about governments, policies, laws and then
to role play ways changes could have been
made. Much better, more relevant, to
become involved in an action taking place,
around them, today. Perhaps an involvement
by writing opinions to Letters to the Editor, or
by accessing a local law maker who can visit
the class and explain a diverse opinion read
about in a news article. ( A recent state issue, _
and one affecting every student, was the
passage of the seat belt law. Before that; the
bottle return law - both most relevant to every
student and could have easily been used in
classroom work: citizens rights, how laws get
made etc.).
As students advance to middle school or
high school and reading problems hamper
progress (and interest), administrators and
teachers worry more about how to stimulate
interest, assure successes and prevent dropout. Many things discourage such a student,
but at the center of that discouragement is
most likely the lack of an ability to read.
Providing remedial reading materials with
high interest, low vocabulary really doesn't
solve the problem. No eighth grader wants to
be seen carrying a copy of an early
elementary reading book. A multitude of kits,
programs and sets of work sheets have failed
to create enough interest for such a child so as
to make successes felt. For these students, the
offer of instruction from the daily paper will,
most likely, provide a change in attitude.
There is a certain pride exhibited when the
student carries the same newspaper that the
principal or teacher carries. There is a boost
in confidence when local or world issues are
discussed and the poor reader can be a part
of that discussion. Vocabulary can be
enriched from reading comics together, math
can be taught from grocery ads, family living
can be enriched by discussion of local or

Time then, for a switch to new materials.
This low achiever knows that many
classmates have more successes. Wouldn't it
be great for the teacher to provide all
classmates the same feeling of success daily?
Let's share an example that assures success
for every member of the class:
-Third grade
-Average mixed ability
-Lesson for the day: alphabetizing
Some students know how to alphabetize,
some barely do, some really don't know how
and resist any class instruction whether it be
oral or written.
Procedure: Quickly pair children so that a
successful student and an unsuccessful
student will sit together somewhere in the
room - the floor is perfect. Each pair must
have a newspaper (an old one is fine), some
paste, sissors, and something on which to
paste their alphabetical list.
Now, ask the children to each cut out
twenty words they can pronounce. When they
have forty words cut out, then, together, they
agree how to alphabetize their forty words
into one list. When they reach agreement,
paste the words on paper. Dictionaries can
be used, but the teacher is not a useable
source. Pairs may seek help from other pairs
as a "final check."
Easy? Success? Nearly guaranteed. The
two students will interchange ideas, discuss
why "this word goes before that one," and at '
the child's level great teaching takes place.
(Students often teach other students better
than teachers do.)
An added plus for this kind of activity is
the fact that "busy hands - busy mind"
reduces discipline problems - which surely
delights teachers and principals.
Once teachers begin ,using newspapers,
repeated testimony relates a decline in the
reluctancy of learning. The students want to
do, they want to be a part of the learning
activity.
Parents, too, relate a change in their
dinner discussions. Because their children are
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national health issues. The job market can be
better prepared for by analyzing the "help
wanted" columns.
High school students yearning to buy
their first car should be aware of contract
language so as to really understand the
psychology of advertising. When is the "best
deal in town" really the best deal? Classified
ads often reveal a better bargain then a car
dealership offers. Students should be and are
willing to be taught mathematics when it has
relevancy.
Teachers struggling with nouns, verbs,
adjectives, paragraphing, sequencing,
suffixes and prefixes, vocabulary enrichment,
and comprehension shou Id be shown how to
teach to the same objectives, but using
relevant material. Passing our dittos to "fill
the blank" is not exciting for the student or the
teacher who must correct each sheet. Circling
nouns inside news articles causes four things
to happen. The article is read, the nouns are
circled, children all succeed, because
students help each other, and the teacher or
students sum up the article content and the
less able student absorbs content (orally) that
perhaps would have gone by had it been left
as silent reading.
Sequencing and paragraphing are easily
taught at upper levels by cutting a short
article from the paper, then cutting off the
title, and separating every paragraph. Put all
the cut pieces in an envelope and ask students
to exchange envelopes. The object is to reassemble the article as the reader believes it
should be. (Suggest to students that easy,
local news articles are best for this activity.
Political, highly technical articles are
difficult for students to understand and
therefore interest lessens.)
Variety is needed to keep education
interesting. Providing a text that stimulates
the scientific mind, the sports enthusiast, the
future economist, the future politician, the
homemaker, might seem impossible to
textbook publishers. Yet, daily, newspaper
publishers do just that. It's done with a
vocabulary that's practical; a vocabulary
that students wi 11 use over and over
throughout their lives. News articles are
written so as to give factual detail, yet give
the reader the opportunity for formulation of
individual opinion.
As the student prepares for the "real
world" and graduation, and if past years of

instruction have come from the newspaper,
the student will most likely continue to be a
newspaper reader. Wise purchases will be
made, intelligent voter decisions will be
made, and the graduate will become what
we all hope to be: an informed citizen.
An informed citizen has the base from
which to make wise choices in daily life. If
students can learn early that being informed
gives them the opportunity to become an
integral part of society, their feeling of selfworth is enhanced. Every administrator,
every teacher knows that a rich self-esteem
pays off in a self-fulfulling prophecy of "/ can

and I will."
School administrators are expected to be
educational leaders. Leaders read the
newspaper daily. Why not share that idea
with the teachers and students? Everybody
will be grateful.

Newspapers
In Education
Conference
FOR TEACHERS AND NEWSPAPERS

Saturday,
January 26, 1986
Amway Grand Plaza Hotel
Grand Rapids, Ml

For further information contact:
N.I.E. Conference/School of Journalism
305 Communication Arts Building
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